New On DVD & Blu-Ray

The Water Diviner After the Battle of Gallipoli, an Australian farmer named
Connor (Russell Crowe) is devastated to learn that his three sons have been
killed in the melee, so he travels to Turkey to locate and retrieve their bodies for
buriel. While there, he discovers the possibility that one of his sons is alive and
being held as a prisoner of war. Warner
Justice League Gods and Monsters The heroes of the Justice League come
together once again, but this time in an alternate universe where their
unmatched benevolent powers are coupled with their capacity for evil, making
the League just as feared as they are revered by all of mankind. Sam Liu directs
this animated film, which features transformed versions of Superman, Batman
and the rest of the Justice League fighting internally to discover their identities
and use them for good. Benjamin Bratt and Michael C. Hall provide their voices.
Warner
Any Day After spending 12 years in prison for killing a man with his bare hands,
Vian McLean (Sean Bean) is filled with resentment. Upon his release, the
alcoholic, ex-fighter stays with his sister Bethley (Kate Walsh) and her son, Jimmy,
a boy who comes to look up to Vian as the greatest man he has ever known.
While he struggles to stay on the right path, be a good role model for his
nephew and find a job, Vian meets and falls in love with Jolene (Eva Longoria). As
she helps him get his life back together, a tragic event happens, throwing Vian
into a dark place. He is forced to face the greatest challenge of his life only to be
shown the right path in a sudden experience that will alter his life forever.
Starz/Anchor Bay
The Affair Season One Winner of the Golden Globe for Best Television Series Drama and Best Actress in a Television Series - Drama (Ruth Wilson), The Affair is
a provocative and suspenseful look at how many stories are involved in every
love affair. Noah Solloway (Dominic West) is a New York City schoolteacher and
happily married father who finds himself powerfully attracted to waitress Alison
Lockhart (Wilson) while vacationing with his family on Long Island. But nothing
is as simple as boy-meets-girl, as both sides of the romance are explored by a
detective investigation a murder. Also starring Maura Tierney and Joshua
Jackson, it's every episode of the gripping first season that quickly had
audiences begging for more. Paramount
I Want My Hat Back You can collect the entire library of Scholastic Storybook
Treasures and read along on screen with your favorite classic children's stories,
brought vividly to life on DVD. I Want My Hat Back: Bear's hat is gone. None of the
animals have seen it, but Bear's memory is sparked by a deer who asks just the
right question. The Lucky Ducklings: A true story about a mama duck and her
five ducklings that had to be rescued from a town storm drain during an early
morning walk. The Happy Lion: A lion in a Paris zoo tries to return his friends'
visits by venturing into town to see them. The Happy Owls: Two owls discover
the secret of peace and happiness and share their secret with all their barnyard
friends. Cinedigm
The Dovekeepers rs is based on the true events at Masada in 70 C.E. After being
forced out of their home in Jerusalem by the Romans, 900 Jews were ensconced
in a fortress at Masada, a mountain in the Judean desert. Besieged at Masada,
the Jews held out for months against the vast Roman armies. The series recounts
the events from the perspective of a few extraordinary women who arrive at
Masada with unique backstories, but a common bond for survival. Additionally,
these women, who work together daily as dovekeepers, are all concealing
substantial secrets. Paramount
White God A cautionary tale between a superior species and its disgraced
inferior... Favoring pedigree dogs, a new regulation puts a severe tax on mixed
breeds. Owners dump their dogs and shelters become overcrowded. 13-year-old
Lili fights desperately to protect her pet Hagen, but her father eventually sets
the dog free on the streets. Hagen and his pretty master search desperately for
each other until Lili loses faith. Struggling to survive, homeless Hagen realizes
that not everyone is a dog's best friend. Hagen joins a gang of stray dogs, but is
soon captured and sent to the pound. With little hope inside there, the dogs will
seize an opportunity to escape and revolt against mankind. Their revenge will be
merciless. Lili may be the only one who can halt this unexpected war between
man and dog. Magnolia
Every Secret Thing In a small upstate New York town, two 11-year-old girls from
opposite sides of the tracks are convicted of murdering an infant and sentenced
to juvenile detention facilities. But when a toddler goes missing seven years later,
Detective Nancy Porter (Elizabeth Banks) begins to suspect recently released
Ronnie (Dakota Fanning) and Alice (Danielle Macdonald). As the investigation
deepens, Porter may discover that the truth can hide the most shocking secrets
of all. Academy Award nominee Diane Lane and Academy Award winner
Common (Selma) co-star in this "grim, gritty and gripping" (Screen Daily) drama
that marks the directing debut of Oscar nominated documentary filmmaker
Amy Berg (West of Memphis, Deliver Us From Evil), with a screenplay by Nicole
Holofcener (Enough Said) from the bestselling novel by Laura Lippman.
Starz/Anchor Bay
Madame Bovary Set in Normandy, France, Madame Bovary is Gustave Flaubert's
classic story of Emma Bovary (Mia Wasikowska), a young beauty who impulsively
marries small-town doctor, Charles Bovary (Henry Lloyd-Hughes), to leave her
father's pig farm far behind. But after being introduced to the glamorous world
of high society, she soon becomes bored with her stodgy husband and
mundane life, and seeks prestige and excitement outside the bonds of marriage.
Millenium
Snow Girl and the Dark Crystal l is a big budget romantic fantasy adventure
about the legendary hero Zhong Kui, a fabled warrior with mysterious powers
who is forced to conquer the realms of Heaven and Hell to save his people and

